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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted on November 18, 2013, to determine

claimant’s entitlement to permanent disability benefits.

A prehearing conference was conducted in this claim on September 25,

2013, and a Prehearing Order was filed on said date.  At the hearing, the

parties announced that the stipulations, issues, as well as their respective

contentions were correctly set out in the September 25, 2013, Prehearing

Order.  A copy of the Prehearing Order was introduced as “Commission’s

Exhibit 1.”

It was stipulated that the employment relationship existed between the
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parties at all relevant times, including May 4, 2012; that the claimant sustained

a compensable left shoulder injury on said date; that the claimant earned

sufficient wages to entitle her to the maximum compensation rates of $584.00

per week for temporary total disability and $438.00 per week for permanent

partial disability; that the claimant’s healing period ended on April 1, 2013; that

the claimant had been assessed an eighteen percent (18%) whole body

impairment by Dr. David Collins which respondents have accepted and were

in the process of paying; and that respondents controverted claimant’s

entitlement to wage-loss disability, if any.

By agreement of the parties, the sole issue for determination was

whether the claimant was entitled to wage-loss disability.

Claimant  contended,  in  summary,  that  she  sustained  substantial

wage-loss in an amount to be determined by this Commission.  Claimant

requested a controverted attorney’s fee on any additional permanent disability

awarded.

The respondents contended that the claimant could not prove

entitlement to permanent disability benefits in excess of her physical

impairment.

The claimant testified in her own behalf.  Luann Jones and Jennifer

Holland were called as witnesses by the respondents.   The record in this
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claim is composed solely of the transcript of the November 18, 2013, hearing

containing numerous exhibits.  Again, the sole issue is whether the claimant

is entitled to wage-loss disability.  Because the parties failed to stipulate to the

claimant’s average weekly wage, which, in my opinion is relevant to the issue

presented for determination, a request was made to either provide the

claimant’s wage records or submit a stipulation concerning the claimant’s

average weekly wage.  Subsequent to the hearing, the parties agreed that the

claimant earned $129,566.00 annually, and that her average weekly wage

was $2,491.46.  Said stipulation has been blue-backed and made a part of the

record herein.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports,

documents and other matters properly before the Commission, and having

had an opportunity to hear the testimony of the witnesses and to observe their

demeanor, the following findings of fact and conclusions of law are made in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction

over this claim.

2. The stipulations agreed to by the parties are hereby accepted as fact.

3. The claimant has proven, by a preponderance of the credible evidence,
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that she has sustained substantial wage-loss disability in addition to her

physical impairment.  After consideration of the claimant’s age,

education, and work experience, together with her substantial

impairment and permanent restrictions related to her admitted injury, I

find that the claimant has sustained a wage-loss disability in the amount

of twenty-five percent (25%) to the body as a whole.

DISCUSSION

This is an extremely unusual and difficult claim.  As will be set out

further below, the claimant has an extensive educational background.

Further, the claimant has a long and successful work history in the nursing

profession and teaching.  However, the record further reflects that as the

result of the claimant’s admitted injury, she sustained substantial anatomical

impairment resulting in significant permanent physical restrictions on her

ability to work.  As a consequence of the claimant’s permanent restrictions, it

is apparent that the claimant will no longer be able to obtain a certification to

perform CPR which is a requirement that health providers must satisfy to

provide direct care as a first-responder in most hospital settings.

Consequently, the claimant could not qualify for various nursing positions,

including the position she held at the time of her injury without

accommodations.  Accordingly, in my opinion, the claimant has sustained
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substantial wage-loss disability.

The claimant, Janet Sue Walker, testified in her own behalf.  The

claimant is sixty-four (64) years old.  After graduating from high school, the

claimant immediately went into the School of Nursing and graduated three (3)

years later, after which she became a Registered Nurse at age twenty (20).

The claimant continued in her schooling after becoming a RN.  The claimant

subsequently obtained an Associate Degree in Social Science with

prerequisites for nursing BSN.  The claimant received a Bachelors Degree in

1981 in nursing and then in 1988 the claimant completed her Masters Degree

in nursing.  A summary of the claimant’s extensive work history which included

a description of some of her various job duties beginning with her first job

following her graduation from nursing school and ending with her last

employment with Children’s Hospital which began in July, 2004, as well as a

description of the claimant’s admitted injury on May 4, 2012, is set out below:

Q     ...Let’s start with your employment history.  Obviously, I know you’re not
going to remember every single job that you’ve ever had, but walk us through
the jobs and your training and what you’ve done.

A     My first job was at Children’s Hospital in Oakland, and I worked there for
about three years in the intensive care nursery.  And then not in chronological
order, but I taught at San Jose State for 14 years in the Bachelor’s of Nursing
Program, and I taught for one year in Mountain Home, Arkansas in the LPN
Program at ASU Mountain Home.  I did home health in a variety of different
positions.  The last eight years I worked at Children’s Hospital in the intensive
care nursery.
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JUDGE GREENBAUM:     In the what, ma’am?

THE CLAIMANT:     Intensive care nursery at Children’s Hospital for
eight year [sic] as an RN, Staff II.

BY MS. YORK:

Q     Let me ask you a few more questions here.  Have you ever worked for
Baxter Home Health?

A     Yes.

Q     What did you do there?

A     When I first moved to Arkansas ten years ago, I worked there for six
months doing home visits to patients at home.

Q     Okay.  And what did that require you to do?

A     I drove around Baxter County seeing six patients a day doing wound
care, teaching, seeing patients after they got out of the hospital, heart
problems, diabetes, respiratory problems.

Q     Did you have to be able to perform CPR?

A     I had to perform CPR, and I had to be able to carry a nursing bag, which
was pretty hefty and boxes of supplies, like for wound care.

Q     When you say pretty hefty, what are you talking about, how much did it
weigh?

A     More than 25 pounds, probably 30 pounds.

Q     Okay.  Did you ever work at Crescent Healthcare in Hayward and San
Luis – I’m not going to say this next word –

A     Yes, I did.

Q     Okay, what did you do there?
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A     Crescent Healthcare was a respiratory care company, and I supervised
LPNs and home care aides that took care of respiratory patients at home.  I
did visits to about 30 patients.  I changed their trachs once a month, managed
like children at home on ventilators, and respiratory patients.

Q     Okay.  Did you have to be able to perform CPR?

A     Yes.

Q     Okay.  What kind of lifting was required in those jobs?

A     Some of those patients were paralyzed, like ALS patients in wheelchairs.
I had to be able to lift them and transfer them to do the procedures on them.

Q     Okay.  As a nursing supervisor what kind of duties did that entail?

A     Well, I also – I saw patients and supervised.  I supervised LPNs who
went out to do shift care for those patients.  I would do visits for an hour.  They
would do eight hour shifts and I would make sure that the care they’re
providing was safe and effective and the families were happy.

Q     Even in your capacity as a supervisor were you having to do hands-on
care with patients?

A     Yes.

Q     And did that require any lifting?

A     Yes.

Q     Okay.  About how much were you having to lift?

A     Patients, 200 pounds, 100 to 200 pounds.

Q     Okay.  You mentioned being a teacher.  What kind of teaching job did
you have?

A    I taught at San Jose State University in the BSN nursing program as a
lecturer, which involved teaching 12 hour clinicals two or three days a week,
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skills labs where were six hour classes and lectures in nursing process.

Q     Now when I think of going to a class, I remember back in college you’d
sit there and you’d just listen to somebody speak.  Is that what you were
doing, you were just standing up in front of a classroom speaking?

A     No.  I was taking ten to twelve students to hospital to learn how to do
nursing care in a clinical situation.  That was the clinical part.  The skills lab
would be setting up a lab and practicing on dummies and practicing
procedures in the school.  The lecture part would be like a two hour lecture.

Q     Okay.  When did you start working at Arkansas Children’s Hospital?

A     In 2004, July of 2004.

Q     And what was your job there?

A     I was a staff nurse in the intensive care nursery.

Q     Tell me your specific job duties there.

A     I took care of critically ill newborns and infants.  One to one or one to two
for twelve hour shifts.

Q     Okay.  Now, taking care of a child – neonatal you said?

A     Uh-huh.

Q     Are those kids in – are you carrying them, are they in an incubator, tell
me about the treatment that they received?

A     Initially, they’re usually on a radiant warmer, and as they get better, they
move to an incubator, and then if they’re way better, they go to a bassinet,
and it involves – the ones on the warmers that were really, really critically ill,
you don’t usually lift those babies.  You repositioned but you didn’t lift them.
The ones as they got older and closer to home, you would pick up every three
hours and feed.

Q     And how much were you having to lift in that type of position?
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A     The actual patient lifting, the babies could be up to 24 pounds, but there
was other lifting.  The radiant warmers are overhead, the monitors are
overhead.  There was lifting above you.  There’s lifting of equipment and lifting
above shoulder level.

Q     Okay.  Tell me what happened on May 4 th, 2012.

A     I was working a shift at night from 7:00 at night to 7:00 in the morning,
and about 12:40 in the morning I was walking from the nurses station back to
my pod, and my shoe, my left foot stuck on the floor and I went down face
first.

Q     Okay.  What part of your body did you injure when you fell?

A     I landed a little to the left.  I landed on my left forearm and knee and face.
I abrased my face and bruised it, and bruised my elbow and bruised my knee,
but I after the fact know that I shattered my shoulder in three places.  (Tr.9-13)

The claimant’s primary injury involved her left shoulder.  The record

reflects that the claimant has undergone two (2) surgeries on her left shoulder,

the first on May 9, 2012, and a second surgery on September 25, 2012, which

was a total reverse shoulder surgery performed by Dr. David Collins, an

orthopedic surgeon in Little Rock, Arkansas.  The claimant was released on

April 1, 2013, with an eighteen percent (18%) impairment to the body as a

whole.  The claimant’s permanent restrictions include no lifting more than

fifteen (15) pounds at one time with her left arm, no repetitive lifting involving

the left arm, and no work above shoulder level.  The claimant testified that her

prior work for the employer herein exceeded permanent restrictions imposed

by her doctor.  It is undisputed that the claimant’s employment from her
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position as a RN in the neonatal intensive care unit was terminated effective

March 8, 2013.  Although the claimant was reminded at the time of her

termination that she was eligible for re-employment with Arkansas Children’s

Hospital should a suitable position arise for which she was qualified and

interested, it is clear that the claimant was terminated for having been on a

leave of absence since the date of her work-related injury on May 4, 2012.

(Cl. Ex. B, p.1)

The claimant maintained and the record supports the claimant’s

assertion that she is physically unable to return to her prior job with the

employer herein because of her permanent work restrictions.  The claimant

also contended, and the record supports, that in order to perform many

nursing positions, including her job as a nurse in the intensive care nursery,

the claimant is required to be certified in CPR which the claimant is unable to

perform.  The claimant was approved for social security disability in

September, 2012, and she began receiving benefits in December, 2012.  The

claimant stated that she had applied for several jobs since her termination;

however, as of the date of the hearing, the claimant remained unemployed.

On cross-examination, the claimant acknowledged that she had vast

experience in the nursing field, as well as various teaching positions.  The

claimant is extremely skilled in various aspects of nursing and has held
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various nursing supervisor positions.  On further cross-examination, the

claimant also acknowledged that she had sustained injuries prior to her May

4, 2012, injury.  More specifically, at age thirty-eight (38), the claimant fell,

injuring her right knee and right shoulder, requiring multiple surgeries on both

her right knee, as well as her right shoulder.  In addition, the claimant was

involved in a motor vehicle accident on or about 2005.  It is undisputed that

the claimant had pre-existing osteoarthritis in both knees and had been taking

anti-inflammatory medication for several years to manage her bilateral knee

problems.  In fact, the record reflects that the claimant anticipated, and

planned, to undergo bilateral knee replacements prior to sustaining her May

4, 2012, admitted injury.  However, the claimant’s knee replacements were

delayed because of the significant work-related injury which required two (2)

major surgeries including a total reverse surgery on September 25, 2012.  The

claimant underwent a total right knee replacement on January 21, 2013, and

a total left knee replacement on April 8, 2013.  As previously noted, the

claimant was released with a permanent impairment rating for her shoulder

injury  and  surgery  on  April  1,  2013.   Despite  the  claimant’s  significant

pre-existing conditions, the claimant testified that prior to May 4, 2012, she did

not require any accommodations to perform her work and that she had no

prior physical restrictions.  In addition, the claimant asserted that at the time
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of her termination, the employer did not offer to make any accommodations

following her reconstructive surgery for her compensable left shoulder injury.

(Tr.43-44, 47) 

On further cross-examination, the claimant conceded that when

performing CPR on infants, you are not required to perform hard pushing, but

simply squeezing.  However, the claimant explained that to become certified

in CPR, you have to become certified in a class that includes adult, child, and

infant CPR and that you must take and pass all levels of training in order to

become certified.  The claimant’s testimony was also confirmed by Luann

Jones, the director of the unit where the claimant worked.  (Tr.49, 82)

On re-direct examination, the claimant insisted that none of her prior

injuries or pre-existing problems prevented her from working or required any

special accommodations to perform her work.

Luann Jones was called as a witness by the respondents.  Ms. Jones

is the Director of the Neonatal Nursing Unit at Arkansas Children’s Hospital.

Ms. Jones explained that a nurse practitioner in the neonatal intensive care

unit requires higher certification than either an LPN or RN.  Specifically, she

stated that a neonatal nurse practitioner required a Masters Degree or higher

in nursing.  In Arkansas, such a nurse is licensed as an Advanced Practice

Nurse which she described as a step below a general practitioner doctor,
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which work just like resident physicians who can prescribe medications.  As

reflected by the stipulations set out above, such a nurse has a much higher

earning capacity than an RN.  Although Ms. Jones testified that the employer

herein had made accommodations for other employees in the past and also

testified that there were other possible positions available at Arkansas

Children’s Hospital, no relevant evidence was submitted concerning the

salaries involving other potential positions and there was no evidence

proffered concerning any accommodations made for the claimant herein.

On cross-examination, Ms. Jones acknowledged that at the time of the

claimant’s termination, she did not know if any jobs with the employer were

available within the claimant’s restrictions.  Again, although Ms. Jones

maintained that accommodations had been made in the past for other

Children’s Hospital employees, none were made for the claimant.  She stated

that the claimant’s employment was terminated because her leave time had

been exhausted, specifically, for physical problems unrelated to the work

injury.  As previously noted, Ms. Jones acknowledged that the claimant would

be required to complete adult CPR training in order to obtain a certification to

return to her prior position at the hospital.  Ms. Jones was unable to provide

salary rates for other nursing positions in the hospital.  

On re-direct examination, Ms. Jones stated that she did not know the
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psi pressure required to do effective chest compressions on adults because

she was not a certified CPR instructor.  However, the claimant, who is a

certified teacher and instructor, testified that she was unable to perform adult

chest compressions within her physical restrictions.  The claimant’s testimony

is undisputed.

Jennifer Holland, the employer’s employee health director was called

as a witness by the respondents.  In my opinion, her testimony was of little

probative value.  Ms. Holland did maintain that the claimant was terminated

because she had exhausted her personal leave time.  She was unable to

answer the question of whether employees must take FMLA while they are

also off on workers’ compensation.  Neither party questioned either of the

respondent witnesses concerning why the claimant was not provided leave

without pay rather than termination if they had any real interest in retaining the

claimant as an employee.

ADJUDICATION

The sole issue presented for determination is whether the claimant is

entitled to wage-loss disability in addition to her acknowledged eighteen

percent (18%) whole body impairment.

The Arkansas workers’ compensation law provides that when an injured

worker’s disability condition becomes stable and no further treatment will
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improve that condition, the disability is deemed permanent.  In order to be

entitled to any wage-loss disability in excess of permanent physical

impairment, the claimant must first prove, by a preponderance of the

evidence, that she sustained permanent physical impairment as a result of the

compensable injury.  Walmart Stores, Inc., v. Connell, 340 Ark. 475, 10

S.W.3d 727 (2000); Needham v. Harvest Foods, 64 Ark. App. 141, 987

S.W.2d 278, (1998).  If the employee is totally incapacitated from earning a

livelihood at that time, she is entitled to compensation for permanent and total

disability.  See, Minor v. Poinsett Lumber & Manufacturing Company, 235 Ark.

195, 357 S.W.2d 504 (1962).  Objective and measurable physical or mental

findings, which are necessary to support a determination of “physical

impairment” or anatomical disability, are not necessary to support a

determination of wage-loss disability.  Arkansas Methodist Hospital v. Adams,

43 Ark. App. 1, 858 S.W.2d 125 (1993).

A worker who sustains an injury to the body as a whole may be entitled

to wage-loss disability in addition to her anatomical loss.  Glass v. Edens, 233

Ark. 786, 346 S.W.2d 685 (1961).  The wage-loss factor is the extent to which

a compensable injury has affected the claimant’s ability to earn a livelihood.

Emerson Electric v. Gaston, 75 Ark. App. 232, 58 S.W.3d 848 (2001); Cross

v. Crawford County Memorial Hospital, 54 Ark. App. 130, 923 S.W.2d 886
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(1996).  The Commission is charged with the duty of determining disability

based upon a consideration of medical evidence and other matters affecting

wage-loss, such as the claimant’s age, education, and work experience.

Emerson Electric, supra; Eckhardt v. Willis Shaw Express, Inc., 62 Ark. App.

224, 970 S.W.2d 316 (1998); Bradley v. Alumax, 50 Ark. App. 13, 899 S.W.2d

850 (1995).  Such other matters may also include motivation, post-injury

income, credibility, demeanor, and a multitude of other factors.  Curry v.

Franklin Electric, 32 Ark. App. 168, 798 S.W.2d 130 (1990); City of

Fayetteville v. Guess, 10 Ark. App. 313, 663 S.W.2d 946 (1984); Glass,

supra.  A claimant’s lack of interest in pursuing employment with her employer

and negative attitude in looking for work are impediments to our full

assessment of wage-loss.  Logan County v. McDonald, 90 Ark. App. 409, 206

S.W.3d 258 (2005); Emerson Electric, supra.  In addition, a worker’s failure

to participate in rehabilitation does not bar her claim, but the failure may

impede a full assessment of her loss of earning capacity by the Commission.

Nicholas v. Hempstead County Memorial Hospital, 9 Ark. App. 261, 658

S.W.2d 408 (1983).  The Commission may use its own superior knowledge

of industrial demands, limitations,  and  requirements  in  conjunction  with the

evidence to determine wage-loss disability.  Oller v. Champion Parts

Rebuilders, 5 Ark. App. 307, 635 S.W.2d 276 (1982).
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However, so long as an employee, subsequent to her injury, has

returned to work, has obtained other employment, or has a bona fide and

reasonably obtainable offer to be employed at wages equal to or greater than

her average weekly wage at the time of the accident, she shall not be entitled

to permanent partial disability benefits in excess of the percentage of

permanent physical impairment, established by a preponderance of the

medical testimony and evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-522(b)(2)(Repl.

2002).  The employer or its workers’ compensation insurance carrier has the

burden of proving the employee’s employment, or the employee’s receipt of

a bona fide offer to be employed, at wages equal to or greater than  her

average  weekly  wage  at  the  time  of the accident.  Ark. Code Ann.  §11-9-

522(c)(1).

Finally, Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(F)(ii) provides:

(a)     Permanent benefits shall be awarded only upon a
determination that the compensable injury was the major cause
of the disability or impairment.

(b)     If any compensable injury combines with a pre-existing
disease or condition or the natural process of aging to cause or
prolong disability or a need for treatment, permanent benefits
shall be payable for the resultant condition only if the
compensable injury is the major cause of the permanent
disability or need for treatment.

“Major cause” is defined as a more than fifty percent (50%) of the
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cause.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(14).

Further, “disability” is defined as an “incapacity because of

compensable injury to earn, in the same or any other employment, the wages

which the employee was receiving at the time of the compensable injury.”

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(8).

The claimant has not returned to gainful employment since sustaining

her May 4, 2012, injury.  While I am persuaded that the claimant, because of

her education and work history, has a reasonable opportunity to return to

gainful employment in the nursing field, I am equally persuaded that because

of her significant physical impairment and permanent restrictions, that she is

not capable of earning wages equal to, or greater than, her average weekly

wage at the time of her work-related injury.  Accordingly, it is herein concluded

that the claimant has sustained substantial wage-loss disability in addition to

her permanent impairment.

I feel compelled to point out that although respondents did not

specifically raise a non-work related, independent intervening cause following

the claimant’s compensable injury as a defense to her claim for wage-loss

disability, I specifically find that Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(F)(b)(iii) does

not apply to this claim because there was no independent intervening cause

following the claimant’s injury to prolong her disability.  Rather, the claimant
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was scheduled to undergo bilateral knee replacements prior to her work injury.

Because of the claimant’s education and work experience, she is physically

able to return to work in the nursing profession in various capacities.

However, because of the claimant’s advanced age, as well as her permanent

impairment and permanent physical restrictions, she cannot return to her prior

job.  She is entitled to wage-loss disability.  I find that a twenty-five percent

(25%) wage-loss disability fairly and accurately reflects the extent of the

claimant’s wage-loss.  Accordingly, I hereby make the following:

AWARD

Respondent, Risk Management Resources, is hereby directed and

ordered to pay, to the claimant, permanent partial disability benefits at the rate

of $438.00 per week beginning April 1, 2013, and continuing for 193.5 weeks,

representing an eighteen percent (18%) physical impairment, as well as a

twenty-five percent (25%) wage-loss disability.

All accrued benefits shall be paid in lump sum and without discount.

Additionally, claimant’s attorney, Ms. Laura Beth York and the Wren

Law Firm, are hereby awarded the maximum statutory attorney’s fee on all

wage-loss disability, one-half (½) to be paid by the respondents and one-half

(½)  to  be  paid  out  of  the  claimant’s  benefits  pursuant  to  Ark.  Code

Ann. §11-9-715.
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This Award shall bear interest at the legal rate until paid.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                    
DAVID GREENBAUM                                 
Chief Administrative Law Judge                  


